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1 Workshop description
Even though congruency between conceptual metaphor studies and World Englishes
can today be regarded as incontestable, these two areas of studies have paved inde-
pendent paths in linguistic research for quite a long time. While cognitive-linguistic
studies had long ignored cross-cultural variation in metaphor (cf. Wolf, 1994, for an
early critique to conceptual metaphor theory on this issue), World Englishes – whe-
re within-language variation is, of course, the core theme – mainly focused on certain
overt linguistic phenomena. Thus, variation in phonology, morphology, and syntax, for
instance, has been comprehensively described (Mesthrie & Bhatt, 2008), but almost no
attention to differences in cultural conceptualizations (Sharifian, 2011) was given. Howe-
ver, a considerable amount of research has countered the abovementioned tendencies by
taking the usage-based approach to linguistic investigations (Geeraerts, 2003) seriously
into account through the analysis of conceptual variation within World Englishes (e.g.,
Wolf & Polzenhagen, 2009).
This workshop builds on works that have made relevant moves to simultaneously fill
in the cultural variation gap in Cognitive Linguistics and the cognitive-linguistic gap
in World Englishes (Wolf, 2008; Wolf & Polzenhagen, 2009; Sharifian, 2015). With the
aim to further advance studies that unite the constructs of within-language conceptual
variation, cognitive-linguistic approaches to metaphor, and World Englishes, the 2nd
Workshop on Metaphor Variation in Englishes around the World invites young as well
as experienced researchers to submit abstracts, present their work, and engage in fruitful
dialogue with other researchers in the field.

Geeraerts, D. (2003). ‘Usage-based’ implies ‘variational’: On the inevitability of Co-
gnitive Sociolinguistics. Paper presented at the 8th International Cognitive Linguistics
Conference 2003, Logrono, Spain, July 20-15.
Mesthrie, R.; Bhatt, R. M. (2008). World Englishes: The Study of New Linguistic Va-
rieties. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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John Benjamins Publishing.
Sharifian, F. (2015). Cultural Linguistics and world Englishes. In World Englishes, 34(4),
515-532.
Wolf, H.-G. (1994). A Folk Model of ‘Internal Self’ in the Light of the Contemporary
View of Metaphor – the Self as Subject and Object. European University Studies, Series
XIV Anglo-Saxon Language and Literature, vol. 284. Frankfurt/M.: P. Lang.
Wolf, H.-G. (2008). A Cognitive Linguistic approach to the cultures of World Englishes:
The emergence of a new model. In G. Kristiansen & R. Dirven (eds.), Cognitive So-
ciolinguistics: Language Variation, Cultural Models, Social Systems. Berlin/New York:
Mouton de Gruyter, 353-385.
Wolf, H.-G.; Polzenhagen, F. (2009). World Englishes: A Cognitive Sociolinguistic Ap-
proach. Berlin/New York: Mouton de Gruyter.

2 Keynote address
We are very happy that one of the leading researchers in this field of study, Prof Dr
Farzad Sharifian, accepted our invitation as keynote speaker.
Prof Sharifian is chairholder of Cultural Linguistics at Monash University, Australia,
and also director of the Language and Society Centre there. He is in charge of several
renowned journals and book series, and at the same time has published many important
publications on cultural conceptualisations within varieties of English.
The topic of his keynote is “Metaphor Variation in World Englishes: A Cultural Lingu-
istics Perspective”.

3 Call for papers
Following the first workshop on Metaphor Variation in Englishes around the World, held
in Bremen in 2015, the second workshop is going to take place at the Department of
English and American Studies, University of Potsdam, on 7-8 July 2016. By bringing
together scholars with an interest in metaphor in World Englishes, the workshop provides
researchers with the opportunity to present their studies, discuss their results, and learn
about the latest findings in the field.
We are inviting submissions addressing

• methodological approaches to the study of metaphor variation in World Englishes;

• identification of metaphors in electronic corpora of World Englishes;

• media-based identification of metaphorical variation in World Englishes;

• metaphorical processing by speakers of World Englishes.
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Beyond that, papers with other approaches that are also relevant to the overall workshop
topic are welcome.

4 Abstract guidelines
Abstracts should be about 300 to 400 words long, and written in English. All abstracts
should be submitted via the conference website on https://metview.wordpress.com/.
Further information like paper title, author’s name, academic affiliation and e-mail ad-
dress will also be required during the process of submission.

5 Paper guidelines
Papers will be presented in 30-minute slots. Please note that the talk should not exceed
20 minutes, since another 10 minutes will be reserved for discussion.

6 Important dates
• Abstract submission deadline: 9 April 2016

• Notification of acceptance: 25 April 2016

• Registration open: May 2016

• Workshop dates: 7-8 July 2016

A small conference fee of approximately 30 Euros will be charged in order
to cover the workshop costs.

7 Acknowledgement
We owe special thanks to Prof Dr Marcus Callies and his colleagues. They not only
brought this workshop into being by organising the first workshop at Bremen University
in 2015, but also kindly ceded the workshop format to us. We hope that it will become a
regular event at changing locations. Please let us know if you are interested in organising
the next workshop.
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